This paper is concerned with the task of incrementally acquiring and refining the knowledge and algorithms of a knowledge-based system in order to improve its performance over time. In particular, we present the design of DE-KART, a tool whose goal is to provide increasing levels of assistance in acquiring and refining indexing and retrieval knowledge for a knowledge-based retrieval system. DE-KART starts with knowledge that has been entered manually, and increases its level of assistance in acquiring and refining that knowledge, both in terms of the increased level of automation in interacting with users, and in terms of the increased generality of the knowledge. DE-KART is at the intersection of machine learning and knowledge acquisition: it is a first step towards a system which moves along a continuum from interactive knowledge acquisition to increasingly automated machine learning as it acquires more knowledge and experience.
Introduction and Motivation
Knowledge-based conceptual retrieval systems assist users in retrieving information stored in a conceptual rather than literal form. These systems use models of a document's content to index the information, and use a reasoning component to search and retrieve information related to a user's query. Such systems need to interact with users at every stage of their life cycle. First, system builders interact with a bare-bones system in order to encode and debug the algorithms and heuristics which perform the retrieval task. Then, knowledge engineers encode and refine the domain knowledge. Finally, end-users interact with the system as it performs the retrieval task.
As in most realistic knowledge-based systems, the algorithms, heuristics and domain knowledge initially built into the system may be incomplete or incorrect. If the system operates incorrectly during system testing and operation, (e.g. the wrong information is retrieved, or existing information is not found), the end-user may provide feedback on the failure. The knowledge engineer and system designer then need to diagnose the failure and refine the knowledge, heuristics or algorithms to improve the system's behavior. Such a system refinement cycle never ceases--it is done incrementally over the life of a knowledge-based retrieval system. In order to perform system refinement more precisely and efficiently, there is a need for tools that provide assistance throughout the life of the system. These tools should be able to monitor the performance of the task during operation; detect which portions of the knowledge are responsible for faulty behavior; and assist the knowledge engineers and system builders in refining the knowledge and algorithms to improve performance over time.
In this paper we present the design of such a knowledge acquisition and refinement tool, DE-KART (for DEDAL Knowledge Acquisition and Refinement Tool). It is designed to assist DEDAL [Baudin et al. 1992a ], a knowledge-based conceptual retrieval system currently applied to documents of mechanical engineering design. DE-KART is a tool at the intersection of machine learning and knowledge acquisition. Instead of performing acquisition and refinement at one endpoint of the spectrum or the other--that is, totally automated or totally interactive--DE-KART is a first step towards a system which moves along a continuum from interactive to increasingly automated, as the system acquires more knowledge and experience. We call this movement increasing levels of assistance. What the user does manually at one level, the system provides assistance and suggestions for at the next level of assistance, and performs some of the task more automatically at yet a higher level. A level of assistance is measured by the level of generality of the knowledge acquired, and by the level of automation provided by the system to acquire and refine the knowledge. The level of generality of the knowledge can range from project specific knowledge to generic task knowledge, and the level of automation can range from totally manual to interactive to totally automated.
Overview of DEDAL and DE-KART
The architecture of our system consists of two main components: the performance system DEDAL, and the knowledge acquisition and refinement tool, DE-KART. Section 2.1 gives background on DEDAL, and Section 2.2 provides a sample of the interaction with DEDAL and DE-KART.
Background: Document indexing and retrieval in DEDAL
DEDAL stores mechanical engineering design documents in the form of text, graphics and videotaped information such as meeting summaries, pages of a designer's notebook, technical reports, CAD drawings and videotaped conversations between designers. It uses a conceptual indexing and query language to describe the content and the form of design information. The query language is the same as the indexing language, and uses concepts from a model of the artifact being designed, and from a task vocabulary representing the classes of topics usually covered by design documents [Baya et. al., 1992] , [Baudin et. al., 1992a] . A conceptual index can be seen as a structured entity consisting of two parts: the body of the index which represents the content of a piece of information, and the reference part that points to a region in a document. For instance: "The inner hub holds the steel friction disks and causes them to rotate" is part of a paragraph in page 20 of the record: report-333. It can be described by two indexing patterns: <topic function subject inner-hub level-of-detail configuration medium text in-record report-333 segment 20>. <topic relation subject inner-hub and steel-friction-disks level-of-detail configuration medium text in-record report-333 segment 20>
The queries have the same structure as the body of an index and use the same vocabulary. A question such as: "How does the inner hub interact with the friction disks?" can be formulated in DEDAL's language as the query:
<get-information-about topic relation subject inner-hub and steel-friction-disks with preferred medium equation>.
For mechanical engineering design, the domain model includes aspects of the artifact structure, the requirements, the main design decisions and alternatives considered. The model (as illustrated in Figure 1 ) includes hierarchical relations such as isa and part-of that are used by DEDAL to match a query with a given index. The retrieval module takes a query from the user as input, matches it to the set of conceptual indices and returns an ordered list of references related to the question. The retrieval proceeds in two steps:
(1) exact match: find the indices that exactly match the query and return the associated list of references. If the exact match fails: (2) heuristic match: activate the proximity retrieval heuristics. DEDAL currently uses 20 proximity retrieval heuristics to find related answers to a question. For instance, a heuristic may state that segments described by concepts like "decision" and "alternative" for a given part are likely to be located in nearby regions of the documentation. The retrieval procedure and the heuristics are described in [Baudin et. al., 1992b] .
Each retrieval step returns a set of references ordered according to a set of priority criteria. The user selects a reference and goes to the corresponding segment of information 1 . If a user is not satisfied with the references retrieved he or she can request more information and force DEDAL to resume its search and retrieve another set of references.
A Sample Interaction with DEDAL and DE-KART
Initially both the domain knowledge and general retrieval heuristics are entered manually. Then, as the end-user queries the system to retrieve documents, he or she provides feedback to the system on the relevance of the documents retrieved. DE-KART monitors the different layers of knowledge involved in the retrieval, and assists the knowledge engineer and system builder in diagnosing and refining the knowledge, from the most specific domain-dependent layer, to the more general retrieval heuristics.
In this sample interaction, a mechanical engineering designer queries DEDAL to retrieve information about the "function of the solenoid", which is a subcomponent of the "force generation mechanism" in the "rotary friction damper" (a kind of shock absorber), as illustrated in Figure 1 . DEDAL attempts to find an index matching the query. It cannot find an index that exactly matches the query, so it uses a proximity heuristic: "to find information about the function of a subcomponent, look for information about the operation of a mechanism that includes this component". Using this heuristic, the retrieval component assumes that the "function of the solenoid" might be documented in sections describing the "operation of the force generation mechanism". DEDAL presents the user with the retrieved information about the "operation of the force generation mechanism", and asks for feedback on whether or not the reference retrieved was relevant to the query. If the user finds relevant information about the function of the solenoid, then the user's feedback is that the retrieved reference is relevant . Given a relevant reference, DE-KART automatically acquires a new index, associating the reference with the user's query (see section 3.1). After some time, the user may query the system to retrieve "the function of the lever mechanism", another subcomponent of the damper. Again, no direct index exists. DEDAL uses the same proximity heuristic once again, and retrieves a part of the document associated with the "operation of the damper", although this time the user cannot find information about the function of the level mechanism in that part of the document and provides feedback that this retrieval is irrelevant. No index is acquired.
After the system has been in operation for a while, some indices will fail to match a query more often than they succeed. DE-KART can provides assistance to the knowledge engineer to reprioritize, refine or even remove the offending indices. Similarly, after some time, some retrieval heuristics will prove to be more successful than others in retrieving relevant information in response to a query. Based on the monitoring information about the success and failure rates of the indices and the heuristics used to retrieve the information, DE-KART provides increasing levels of assistance to the knowledge engineer and the system builder to detect the parts of the knowledge that seem to fail, diagnose the causes of failure (incorrect index, unsuccessful heuristics, illformulated query), refine the offending knowledge, validate that the refinement in fact improves the retrieval performance over time, and continue to incrementally refine the knowledge until retrieval performance is satisfactory, according to some measure.
Acquisition and Refinement of Indexing Knowledge
As seen in Figure 2 , knowledge in DEDAL exists at three levels of abstraction. At the top level are task-dependent retrieval heuristics. These heuristics are valid for the task of document retrieval in mechanical engineering. Below that are domain-dependent heuristics derived by applying taskdependent heuristics to particular user queries. These use terms defined within a specific domain model, as seen in Figure 1 . These domain-dependent heuristics match a user query with document-dependent conceptual indices. This section shows how these different levels of knowledge are acquired, used and refined.
Index acquisition
The conceptual indices are initially entered manually. The user poses queries, and the system uses its heuristic retrieval strategies to find a match between a query and a "related" index. After a successful retrieval, DE-KART updates the document descriptions by turning this query into a new index. This query-based index acquisition and refinement phase is described in more detail by Baudin et. al. [1993] . It is performed in five steps.
1. Query formulation: The end-user formulates a query using the conceptual language. For instance, "what is the function of the solenoid?" is translated as: <topic function subject solenoid>. 2. Information retrieval: DEDAL searches for an index that exactly matches the query. In this case, it does not find an exact match and applies a proximity heuristic to "guess" where the required information may be located. For instance, H1 (see Figure 2) states that any information describing the operation of a mechanism might also describe the function of its parts. Given that the solenoid is a subpart of the force-generation mechanism (Figure 1 ), it finds a more general index: "operation of the force-generation-msm". 2 In this case DEDAL found two pages describing the operation of the force generation mechanism, pointed to by indices I1 and I2 (only I1 is shown in the figure). 3. Relevance Feedback: The user looks at the two references retrieved, finds that the reference pointed to by the index I1, page 23 in progress report damper-spring-90, describes the function of the solenoid, while the document associated with index I2, CAD document-4566, does not. The user rates the reference of I1 as relevant and the reference of I2 as irrelevant.. 4. Index generation: Each time a reference is retrieved by the heuristic match and is rated relevant, DE-KART attaches the reference of the selected index to the query, turning the query into a new conceptual index . In this case DE-KART creates a new index I1-1 (see Figure 2) . The system now knows that page 23 of progress report damper-spring-90 explicitly describes the function of the solenoid. Note that no new index was created for I2, as it was judged to be irrelevant. This process of index generation extends relevance feedback techniques [Salton & Buckley, 1990 ] to the acquisition of conceptual indices, and is described in more detail by Baudin et. al. [1993] . In addition, each time a heuristic is used to retrieve a reference, the system records the instance of the heuristic that was used. These domain dependent rules are created by instantiating a generic heuristic with the arguments in the user query. In our example R1 is the domain dependent rule used to retrieve the relevant reference pointed to by I1. It states that: "if a question is about the function of the solenoid, then look for indices about the operation of the force generation mechanism". In the figure, R2 and R3 are other instances of H1. This illustrates that domain dependent rules are stored each time a heuristic is instantiated, whether or not their use led to relevant retrievals for the given query.
5. Index Monitoring: After an index is created, the index and the heuristic used to create it are monitored for relevant and/or irrelevant retrievals. DE-KART increases a success or failure count each time a created index is matched exactly and judged to be relevant or irrelevant, respectively. The success rate of an index is computed as follows: success-rate = success-count / (success-count + failure-count). The procedure also keeps track of the relevance of each subject in an index [Baudin et. al., 1993] .
Index refinement
When the success rate of an index suggests that it should be repaired, the system provides two types of assistance to repair the faulty index depending on the type of user who is interacting with the system. The first level of repair is attempted during the system's operation with the end-user asking queries of the system. Based on the low rate of the index, the retrieval component assigns it a low priority so as to prevent the system from selecting it during subsequent retrievals. This level of assistance to the end-user is performed entirely automatically.
If the user is the knowledge engineer, the system engages him or her in a repair dialogue by first displaying the suspected indices along with the associated text, graphic or videotaped information. The system then enables the knowledge engineer to modify the parameters in the index, or to remove the index altogether. In this phase the system displays the rate of the index along with the rate of the subjects associated with the index.
Domain dependent retrieval rule refinement
If the index was retrieved by a proximity retrieval heuristic, the system increases the success or failure count of both the domain dependent retrieval rule (R1 in our example) and the generic heuristic used to generate the rule from the user query (H1 in our example).
When a particular instance of a retrieval heuristic seems to fail often, the system attempts two levels of repair. During the system's operation with the end-user the system lowers the priority of the domain-dependent rule, preventing it from being selected in subsequent retrievals. If the user is the knowledge engineer, the system displays the rule and enables the knowledge engineer to manually modify the rule by adding additional constraints to be matched with a given query. It then verifies that the previous indices that were created using this rule would still be generated.
For instance, in Figure 2 , the rule R2 states that: "if the query is about the function of the solenoid, then retrieve information on the operation of the rotary friction damper" . Given that R2 retrieved only irrelevant references, the knowledge engineer could attempt to specialize the rule by specifying, for example, that the query "function of solenoid" can only be matched with an index that points to information expressed in a textual medium. The rule then becomes: A refinement at the level of domain-dependent rules is more general than a refinement of a specific index. For instance, the domain-dependent rule R2 can be reused for other documents in the same domain, whereas fixing an index is only a document-dependent repair.
Refinement of generic retrieval heuristics
As a start, our goal is to decrease the number of irrelevant documents presented to a user (increasing precision) while maintaining the same number of relevant documents (preserving recall). With respect to this goal, we will consider that a heuristic fails if its failure count is high--that is, if it has retrieved many irrelevant references. At present, we do not consider recall failures, in which a heuristic fails to retrieve a relevant reference. A set of proximity retrieval heuristics is first entered manually by the system builder. During system operation when DE-KART detects that a heuristic fails for specific queries, the conditions in the if part of the heuristic, the applicability conditions, need to be refined so as to restrict the irrelevant retrievals but preserve the successful ones and thus improve the precision of the retrieval (the percentage of relevant references retrieved over the total number of references retrieved for the user)
Refinement of generic heuristics is performed by adapting an inductive learning technique. To review, inductive learning searches for a concept in some given generalization language which covers the positive instances of the concept, and none of its negative instances . In our case, the task of refining heuristics in DE-KART is to help the knowledge engineer find the concept which describes the applicable retrievals for a proximity heuristic. The positive and negative instances of the concept to be acquired are the instances of successful and failed retrievals of the heuristic. The induction task amounts to finding a concept to specialize the current applicability conditions of a heuristic, which is over-general, such that none of the failed retrievals would be generated, while all the successful ones would be.
Our approach differs from the classical automated approach to induction in that the system does not automatically perform the entire induction task, but provides the user with increasing levels of assistance in performing this induction interactively. We present here two levels of assistance. One, interactive inductive refinement assists the knowledge engineer in discovering a concept which covers the positive and none of the negative examples by focusing his attention on the positive and negative instances of a faulty heuristic (Figure 3 ) and by validating the refinement proposed by the user on previous and future retrievals. The second level of assistance, autonomous inductive refinement, performs induction using an off-the-shelf ID3 machine learning algorithm to automatically refine the applicability conditions for the faulty heuristics.
Interactive inductive refinement of heuristics
We first illustrate the interactive inductive refinement task for proximity heuristics.
1. Failure Detection and Diagnosis: Both domain dependent and generic task retrieval heuristics are monitored during the system's operation (see section 3.3). When the failure rate of a heuristic exceeds some threshold, the heuristic refinement dialog can be initiated. The typical user who interacts with the system during this dialog is the knowledge engineer.
The system presents the knowledge engineer with the suspect heuristic H1 (see Figure 3) . It displays negative and positive instances of the heuristic H1. In our example, the instances of heuristic H1, R2 and R4, retrieved irrelevant references in response to the queries: "function of solenoid" and "function of pressure plate".
2. Refinement: The knowledge engineer interacts with the system in an attempt to find a concept which would cover all of the positive instances and none of the negative ones.
a. concept selection:
If the system has a base of pre-existing concepts, the knowledge engineer can select an appropriate concept, and apply it to the variables of the heuristic.
b. language extension: If no such concept exists, the knowledge engineer can extend the language and enter the definition of a new concept. In our example (see Figure 3) , the knowledge engineer defines a concept that would prevent the generation of R2 and R4 while still enabling the generation of the successful retrievals R1 and R3. Looking at the instances of H1 he may notice that in both negative instances R2 and R4 the variable $Y was instantiated with the value "rotary-frictiondamper" which is the top-level component of the whole device. The intuition for why retrievals failed in these instances is that documents that describe the operation of the top level component are so general that the end-user could not find the description of a function of a subcomponent he or she was looking for, and deemed this retrieval "irrelevant". The knowledge engineer defines the new concept: (top-level-component $X) which is true if X is the top component of the part-of hierarchy (true in our example of the rotary friction damper).
c. heuristic repair:
The system now assists the user in editing the applicability conditions of H1. In this example, the user restricts the variable $Y in H1, specifying that a query: <function of $X> can match an index <operation of $Y> only when $Y is not the top level component in the part-of hierarchy.
The modified heuristic H1' is then:
The new concept "top-level-component" is added to the generalization vocabulary of the system and becomes usable to refine other heuristics.
Validation:
The system checks that this new applicability condition prevents the generation of the negative instances of H1 while still enabling the generation of the positive instances. In our example (see Figure 2) , any domain-dependent rule which instantiates $Y with the top level component "rotary-friction-damper" would be prevented from being generated. The system then validates that the positive instances R1 and R3 would still be generated given this new restrictive applicability condition. The new heuristic H1' is added to the retrieval knowledge. H1 however remains in the system to enable the retrieval component to fall back on it if the existing set of refined heuristics fail to retrieve relevant answers. DE-KART classifies the new heuristic as "tentative" until the system has enough experience to establish that no positive instances of H1 are prevented from being generated.
4. Incremental Refinement: After some time, the user submits a new query about "function of the control mechanism". No index exactly matches the query and no heuristic (including H1') succeeded in retrieving a reference. The system then falls back on H1 and generates the instantiated rule R5: "if the question is about the function of the control mechanism, then look for indices about the operation of the rotary friction damper". This rule retrieves a document based on the index: <operation of rotary-friction-damper>. In this case the retrieved document is rated as relevant by the user. The failure of H1' to generate the positive instance R5 suggests that the concept (not (toplevel-component $X)) is too restrictive, and H1 must be refined differently. DE-KART provides the knowledge engineer with a heuristic refinement dialog and now focuses the attention of the user on R2, R4 and R5 (see Figure 4) . At this point the knowledge engineer provides the concept, (parent $X $Y), which is true if Y is the immediate ancestor of X in the part-of hierarchy. This concept will cover all of the positive instances of H1 since in all of them, the two components are close enough in the hierarchy (see Figure 1 ). The intuition is that the end-user was able to find information about the control mechanism where the operation of the "rotary-friction-damper" is described, whereas the "solenoid" component is too detailed a component to be documented at such a high level. The system assists the user in editing the applicability conditions of H1' and generates a new heuristic H1'':
This time the new applicability condition of the heuristic prevents the generation of the negative instances of H1' (R2, and R4) while enabling the positive instances (R1, R3 and R5) to be generated.
At this point DE-KART has refined the applicability conditions of heuristic H1, increasing the precision of future retrievals. The system also acquired two new concepts for the generalization hierarchy: (top-level-component $X) and (parent $X $Y).
Once enough concepts are entered in the generalization hierarchy and enough examples of successful and unsuccessful matches between queries and indices are recorded, DE-KART can provide a greater level of assistance to the system builder by autonomously selecting and adding restrictive applicability conditions for a faulty heuristic.
Autonomous inductive refinement of heuristics.
At this level of assistance the system automatically suggests possible heuristic refinements to the system builder. Given a set of successful and unsuccessful instances of the retrieval heuristics, the system uses an ID3 inductive learning algorithm [Quinlan, 1986] to acquire possible restrictions to the applicability conditions of a generic heuristic.
The autonomous inductive refinement consists of the following steps:
1. Failure Detection and Diagnosis: This technique can take place after a preferably large and varied set of positive and negative examples of proximity heuristic retrievals have been collected. The system monitors the failure rates of the heuristics, and identifies those heuristics whose failure rate has passed some threshold.
2. Example Pre-processing: The input to the induction algorithm is a set of positive and negative examples of a heuristic, each consisting of a set of features describing the query, the matching index, and relations among the query and index. The examples are generated from successful and failed retrievals during system operation. To make possible the generation of domain independent refinements, DE-KART adds some features to each example. These features represent different types of relations between the subjects in the query and the subjects in the matching index. For instance the feature "subjects-in-query-equal-subjects-in-index =yes" means that the subjects in the query are the same as the subjects in the matching index. In the same way, "subjects-query-is-partof-subjects-index = yes" means that the subjects in the query are part-of some subjects in the matching index. Figure 5 shows a positive example for the heuristic H2 "operation-to-construction" which retrieves information about construction of a mechanism, in response to a query about the operation of that mechanism.
H2:
Operation-to-construction
For this example, the query was about the "operation of the solenoid" <query-topic = operation-of, query-subject = solenoid> and the matching index was construction of solenoid <index-topic = construction-of, index-subject = solenoid>. This is a positive example, meaning that a piece of information describing the "construction of the solenoid", in a textual medium, and a conceptual level of detail, was relevant to the query: "operation of solenoid". The second part of this example (in bold) shows a set of relations between the subject(s) of the query and the subject(s) of the index, that are automatically added. For instance, in this example the subject of the query was the same as the subject of the index (subjects-query-equal-subjects-index = yes). In our initial tests, the parts of the example that are in italic are domain dependent terms and were not fed to the induction algorithm.
example 165 positive retrieval-heuristic: operation-to-construction query-topic = function-of query-subjects= solenoid index-topic = operation-of index-subjects = force-generation-mechanism index-medium = text index-level-of-detail = conceptual subjects-query-equal-subjects-index = yes subjects-query-is-attributes = no subjects-query-is-requirements = no subjects-query-is-part-of-subjects-index = no subjects-index-is-part-of-subjects-query = no subjects-query-is-kind-of-subjects-index = no subjects-index-is-kind-of-subjects-query = no subjects-query-depends-on-subjects-index = no subjects-query-influence-subjects-index = no ... 3. Refinement: The system runs the ID3 induction algorithm on the faulty heuristics to characterize when they fail and when they succeed. The result is an applicability tree, a decision tree which describes the applicability conditions of the heuristic covering the positive examples seen so far, and none of the negative ones. Figure 6 shows an applicability tree for the proximity heuristic "operation-to-construction". The tree refines the applicability conditions for the heuristic in the following way: the initial applicability conditions state that any query about operation of a mechanism X can be matched with an index about construction of X ( intuitively, the structure of an assembly reveals insights about its operation). The applicability tree refines this condition by specifying all of the conditions already in the heuristic, plus that any information about construction of X may be relevant to a query about operation of X only if the medium of the document is text , not if it is, say, a schemata. 4. Validation and transfer: The system validates that the applicability conditions of the heuristic, plus the applicability tree for it, do indeed prevent the generation of the negative instances of the heuristic while enabling the generation of the positive ones. It does so by classifying positive and negative examples from sessions with the user other than the session on which the training was done. In doing this, the system can compare its prediction of which examples should be negative and positive, with the user's classification of positive and negative examples.
An alternative to this automatic validation procedure is to rely on the knowledge of the knowledge engineer familiar with the domain to validate a refinement. The advantage is that this interactive validation can filter those refinements that are clearly incorrect, while enabling the system to experiment and validate interesting refinements with end-users.
For instance in the case of the heuristic "operation-to-construction", the refinement proposed by the system corresponds to the intuition that a piece of text describing how a mechanism is assembled is more likely to provide information about how the mechanism works (operates) than a photo or a schemata representing the mechanism. At this stage a system builder is likely to select this refinement and try it even though it could not yet be validated on a large sample of queries.
5. Incremental Refinement: If the system discovers false negatives and false positives in its classification, it can now rerun the induction algorithm on the combined previous and current sessions. When the false positives and false negatives fall below some threshold, then the system can insert additional applicability conditions to provide a refined heuristic whose precision has been improved.
Discussion
We have presented the design of DE-KART, a knowledge acquisition and refinement tool that provides increasing levels of assistance in acquiring indexing and retrieval knowledge for a knowledge-based retrieval system. In the scenario presented, the knowledge of DEDAL is refined by: (1) increasing the level of generality of the knowledge repaired (from document-dependent indices, to domain-dependent rules, to task-dependent retrieval heuristics) as the system gains experience with different end-users and different queries, and (2) increasing the level of automation of the assistance provided to the knowledge engineer and to the system builder: from manual to semi-automated query-based indexing when repairing the conceptual indices; and from manual to automated with the knowledge engineer and the system builder when repairing the retrieval heuristics.
The system starts with a core of conceptual indices entered manually and refines this core of knowledge using the queries of the end-user and feedback about the relevance of the document retrieved in response to the query. This increases the level of automation of the index acquisition from manual to semi-automated when interacting with the end-user of the retrieval system. The level of generality remains at the document or project-specific level.
In the same way, the generic retrieval heuristics are first entered manually. This knowledge increases the recall of the system [Baudin et. al., 1993] , but is over-general and occasionally leads to the retrieval of irrelevant references in response to a query. These failures provide the opportunities for refinement and repair.While the system is in operation with end-users, DE-KART tries to recover from failing retrieval heuristics by lowering their priority for retrieval. When the system starts interacting with the knowledge engineer it engages in a dialogue to refine the retrieval heuristics. During this refinement phase, the system increases the level of assistance provided to the knowledge engineer. If the system has no knowledge of concepts with which to repair a given heuristic, and few examples of its success and failure, it interacts with the knowledge engineer to refine the representation of the examples and to validate the proposed refinement on previous and future retrievals. When more knowledge of the relevant concepts used to fix heuristics is entered and enough examples of relevant and irrelevant retrievals are generated, the system can suggest a set of repairs by running an induction algorithm on these examples. Here again, the refinement proposed by the system can be first validated by the knowledge engineer before enabling end-users to experience the effects of the refinement.
In our current scenario, the role of the end-user is to provide feedback on the performance of the system during its operation, thus enabling examples of relevant and irrelevant retrievals to be generated. Because this relevance feedback is performed by the end-users, the resulting data are noisy and must be further monitored by the system. For instance, a user might have misformulated a query and thus he or she will find a retrieval irrelevant although the proximity heuristic used was correct. Some of these false negatives can be filtered automatically by disregarding examples where the same question/index pair was judged relevant one time and irrelevant another time. However, it is still advisable to have the human expert review domain rules that seem to fail often. Moreover, the automated refinement based on this feedback should be designed to take such noise into account [Julian & Fenves, 1994] Of course an advantage of being able to gather examples during the system's operation is that: (a) it enables the system to experience a wide variety of situations that might be difficult to anticipate beforehand, (b) it provides some simple information retrieval enhancement in a non-obtrusive way by reprioritizing the rules and the indices during operation and (c) it can monitor its knowledge in the background and decide, for instance, when to increase its level of automation [Maes & Kozierok, 1993] . This end-user-centered knowledge acquisition aspect is enabled by two factors. The first factor is that in an information retrieval task the end-user is able to judge the relevance of an answer provided by the system even though he might not be expert in the domain. This is not the case in most diagnostic tasks, in which only the domain expert is able to judge whether a diagnosis is relevant. The second factor is that, in an information retrieval task, there are generally no dire consequences in retrieving false positives. This means that a system is still usable in early stages of development, before extensive refinement with an expert has taken place.
One phase of the heuristic repair in which the human plays a vital role is the concept definition phase where the knowledge engineer decides on new concepts to be added to the representation in order to discriminate positive and negative examples. From our experience with DEDAL, it seems that this concept definition phase is the activity that has the greatest impact on the performance of the system in the early stages of its development. At present, concept definition happens during the language extension part of the interactive refinement phase (see section 5.1). This functionality still needs to be integrated into the automated refinement phase (section 5.2), which could then be viewed as a form of interactive induction [Tecuci & Hieb, 1993; Buntine & Stirling, 1990; Shapiro, 1983; Muggleton, 1987] .
Related Work
Knowledge acquisition can be broadly classified into three stages: elicitation, refinement and restructuring [Bareiss et. al., 1989] . DE-KART focuses on the refinement stage. Recently there has been work on integrating machine learning and knowledge acquisition techniques in the area of knowledge base refinement (see this issue, Tecuci et. al., 1993 , and the survey by Wilkins, 1991) . Some of this work tries to automate the refinement process by combining knowledge acquisition with various machine learning techniques using: induction [Feldman et al., 1994] , explanationbased learning [Reinartz & Schmalhofer, 1994; Pazzani et al., 1991] , a combination of inductive and analytical techniques [Tecuci & Duff, 1994] , or analogical reasoning [Gil & Paris, 1994] .
Our work differs from most other efforts to integrate knowledge acquisition and machine learning in the area of knowledge base refinement in that it performs refinement at various levels of automation and generality. In this respect it is similar to recent work on procedure acquisition [Mathe & Kedar, 1992] which also provides increasing levels of assistance. DISCIPLE [Tecuci & Kodratoff, 1990] and NeoDISCIPLE [Tecuci, 1992] can be viewed as providing increasing levels of assistance, although the emphasis is on machine learning methods with rudimentary knowledge acquisition, whereas our emphasis is on knowledge acquisition, with some rudimentary machine learning. Given a taxonomy of interactive knowledge acquisition methods such as that proposed by Musen [1989] , DE-KART cannot be placed at a fixed level of the taxonomy, but can be viewed instead as moving through various levels of the taxonomy as it increases its level of assistance , e.g. from a "task level" tool for domain experts to a "method level" tool geared toward knowledge engineers.
One interesting aspect of our work is that DE-KART acquires knowledge both from the novice end-user during the system's operation, and from the domain expert or knowledge engineer in a separate refinement phase. The presence of these distinct contexts for knowledge acquisition places DE-KART midway between systems which learn primarily from the end-user, and can provide immediate but shallow knowledge refinement during performance (such as Maes & Kozierok, 1993; Clause & Utgoff, 1992) and knowledge acquisition tools that can perform deep knowledge restructuring but do so primarily through interaction with the domain expert or the knowledge-engineer.
Future Work and Conclusion
We need to conduct more experiments to evaluate our knowledge acquisition and refinement approach for indexing and retrieval knowledge. So far, we have acquired and collected examples from the queries asked by two mechanical designers while they were accessing information in the context of the "rotary friction damper" problem in the mechanical engineering design domain [Baudin & Kedar, 1993] . During the first year of the system's operation we acquired new concepts to discriminate between positive and negative examples. We then applied the induction algorithm on 300 examples of successful and unsuccessful matches. The refinements proposed by the induction algorithm were reviewed by the knowledge engineer, who decided which ones should be incorporated into the system. Among the proposed refinements, the ones that involved additional conditions on the medium and level of detail of the retrieved information usually appealed to the human's intuition even though the system builder and the knowledge engineer could not always give an opinion on the quality of the proposed refinement. This manual selection phase is necessary in the first stages of the life of the system where its experience with different users and different domains is still limited. However, we need to conduct more experiments to confirm the human intuition and measure the impact of the acquisition on the precision and recall of future retrievals.
To evaluate the generality of the acquired knowledge we are experimenting not only with different classes of users but with different domains. In particular, we are now running the system to retrieve text, graphics and video records for the design of an innovative bioreactor, a device that will enable NASA life scientists to study microbial growth.
While our acquisition and refinement methods are not dependent on the specifics of the mechanical engineering domain, they currently address only some of the issues in supporting acquisition and refinement in knowledge-based retrieval systems. Currently, DE-KART can refine a heuristic by constraining the variable in the applicability conditions of the heuristic. However, some refinements involve the addition of new variables. We also need to provide assistance when heuristics are too specific, in order to enhance the system's recall. This will involve fixing the domain model representing the device being designed as well as the retrieval heuristics. Finally, this methodology assumes that acquisition and refinement are ongoing tasks performed during the life of the system, and that time is available to interact with the system to correct the knowledge base.
Currently, DE-KART is not integrated with the induction algorithm, and the refinements proposed by the system must be manually integrated in DEDAL to enable the system to monitor the repair. We also need to provide more guidance in the dialogue with the user to select the different levels of assistance.
In conclusion, this paper has presented a tool which acquires knowledge through interaction both with possibly naive end-users, during performance of a task, and with domain experts and knowledge engineers, in an incremental but off-line refinement phase. These dual contexts enable the system to continually improve its performance throughout its lifetime, to acquire knowledge at several levels of generality, and to increase its level of automation as its base of knowledge and experience accumulate. So far, this functionality has been implemented within the context of a knowledge-based information retrieval task, in which the end-user, while not an expert, is still able to provide feedback on the performance of the system. An important area for future work is to identify the class of problems for which this dual-context approach to continuous knowledge acquisition is applicable.
